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digital DA Marketplace
Onboarding

Product
Collaboration

Streamline onboarding so that it
takes days (or hours!) rather than
6-12 months

Use digital tools connect &
collaborate on bringing new
propositions to market

Oversight

Use data and digital tools to automate
checks where possible, reduce/remove
duplication and manage by exception

Rating

Use rating/scores for each DA party to
drive decision making on propositions,
capacity and compliance checks

Binding &
Placing

Streamline methods of obtaining
capacity for a proposition, covering
both sole funded and lead/follow

Claims
Handling

Connect Proposition, Policy and Claims
data so stakeholders have better and
quicker access to the information

Ongoing
Capacity

Provide capacity on an ongoing
basis and streamline how capacity
is reduced or removed

Funding

Manage the movement and
reconciliation of funds used for capacity,
premium income and claims payments

Binding & Placing

Oversight

Ongoing Capacity

Claims Handling

Type something
Imagine a world where...

Imagine a world where...
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Imagine a world where...

Companies are invited to consider investing via an online tool
Capacity is agreed using workflow to control how a proposition
moves from one party to another
Follows can see the same information as seen by the Lead
Coverholders no longer have to provide the same information
several times or significantly different information to individual
follows
Its easy to bring all parties into a conversation about the
proposition

The need to re-confirm capacity annually is gone
Replacing capacity takes a few days, not months to arrange
The new capacity provider has access to the latest set of the
information as used by the Lead and follows previously.
Required information is refreshed when available, only once
and is visible to the capacity providers in real time.

Most of the ongoing company and individual level validation
checks are automated and occur in close to real-time
Information provided is stored in a single place and accessible
to all who need to see it, when they need it
Outstanding checks are notified by exception, removing the
need to undertake the entire process as a checklist exercise
and instead only spend time on what is required

Proposition, Policy and Claims data is centralised in
near real time and accessible to those that need to see
it whenever they want
Rules automation and workflow is used to ensure that
the 'claims pot' doesn't run dry
Claims handling activity of TPAs is visible to all who
need to see it and can be used as part of decision
making when bringing a proposition to market

There are already
consortia attempts
to collate appetite
across markets that
this could support

Ability to
intelligently match
propositions
could work well
but needs to be
simple to use

Rating standardisation

Bespoke info
requirements option to bring
this to the table
earlier during
collaboration?

Less is
more what is the
right info

Find out
where
appetite is matching

match
capacity
with gap

Measure with
sanctions
should include
things like
data quality

To make this
work, Lloyd's
need to take a
stronger position
and mandate
some uniformity

DDM, PPL, Contract
Builder - all add value
but they need to be
joined up to get the
data into one place to
really get us where we
need to get to

Getting to a
base standard
of info for
Underwriting
will be diﬃcult.

Lloyd's need to
take a stronger
position of
what good
looks like

Reward good
behaviour penalise lack
of consistency

Sharing data - in one
place has lots of
potential for
streamlining the
compliance and
audit activity that
takes place in DA

Flag whether
Coverholder
meets data
quality standards.
Could link to
rating?

right level
of info at
right time

Onboarding
CH - joined
up workﬂow

inclusive
of small
CH's

Concurrent
working - people
working on
diﬀerent areas
simultaneously

Holistic,
uniﬁed
experience
Don't dip in
and out of
diﬀ
systems

STREAMLINED PROCESSING

RISK BASED CHECKS (HEALTH)

Product Collaboration

If we're bringing a new
system into play, has to be
a single one that removes
the need to use multiple
others. Cannot be just
another system to add into
the mix!

notiﬁcations
should be in
one system
TPA expense
- not
incentivised
for speed

Email a
problem
with
notiﬁcations

Share data
traceability

Lloyd's need to step
up and conﬁrm
what information
should be used as
the minimum
standard for
Compliance

The checks
required to
establish regs
compliance
should be exactly
the same for all

base level
standards
needed

Why should
the follow
have to do all
the checks

SEPERATING LEGAL FROM PRODUCT

REAL-TIME ACCESS TO INFORMATION

Automation
would be
beneﬁcial

Select what
might change
- notify
against that

Rating

Imagine a world where...

Imagine a world where...

Parties can register to join the DA market in days (or hours!)
Most of the company and individual level validation checks
are automated and occur in close to real-time
DA 'membership' T&Cs are readily accessible, easy to
understand and can be signed electronically

Coverholders can upload a proposition and identify the right
broker to connect with to bring the idea to market
Brokers can easily identify the right parties with experience,
strength and interest in this type of proposition and bring
them into the conversation to collaborate
All done in close to real time, using up to date information
on parties across the entire DA market

Each party is awarded a health score/rating and we use
this to inform decision making when choosing to
connect with a party to bring a product to market, opt to
provide ongoing capacity for an existing product or
decide what Compliance checks are required and how
often...

Ability to see evidence
of previous audits,
regardless of who
conducted it would
open massive potential
for reduction in
duplication of eﬀort

Language
could be a
barrier to
centralising
audit activity

Using automation to
compare/ check/
chase and ﬂag
changes or overdue
by exception has the
potential to save
weeks per case

Using automation
to run the checks
in the background
will be helpful

Flagging by
exception will
save a lot of eﬀort
to MA, Brokers
and Coverholders

Audit default should
be remote not
onsite. Only onsite
when
needed/mandated

Ability to engage
TPA at point of
binding, not when
ready to sign
would add a lot of
value

Have to be
mindful this
doesn't become a
barrier to entering
new territories

Ability to see
comparative
rating of TPAs as
part of decision
making would be
helpful

Potential to use same
workﬂow to bring the
TPA into the discussion
to evidence their
readiness/suitability
and commitments to a
proposition

Supports early
engagement with
TPA and bring
them into the
discussion before
binder is signed

Direction needed
form Lloyd's as to
what the
minimum scope
of an audit needs
to be

Potential to
reduce
costs in this
space

Workﬂow has potential
to be useful to move
things around
internally as well as
across diﬀerent
companies in the chain

OCR tech
for docs
- pdf

IMPROVED COMMUNICATION

HOW?

Lloyd's mandating
what should be
checked needs to
include frequency
of checks also

Ongoing Compliance
Oversight was a good
idea but seems to have
ﬁzzled out when it
came back to Lloyd's to
take the lead and
mandate

If standardised,
there is potential to
remove the need for
follows to check the
same things when
already satisﬁed

Couple of weeks
per doc potential
saving for
highlighting what
has changed

Imagine a world where...

General Workﬂow needs
to support
concurrent
activity not just
waterfall

There is a Lloyd's
audit system, but
everybody works
form email as its a
silo

highlighting
the impact for
the CH to
adopt digital
contracts

Enhanced visibility
of TPA
performance
allows option to
write into contract

WHY?

Onboarding

Workﬂow should be
something that can be
used internally within
the Company, not just
about engagement
between diﬀerent
companies

Exception
based
reporting

tasks

Unless Lloyd's
take a strong
stance - data
won't improve

STANDARDISATION

Ability to use
automation to check
adherence to
standards, both
onboarding and
ongoing would save
lots of eﬀort and time

accessible
to all
See statusparties
assign

Mandating e-sig would
make docs usable in an
automated comparison
- Makes sense for the
platform provides this?

DATA IN ONE PLACE

COLLABORATION

WHAT?

Claims Handling

Funding

Imagine a world where...

Imagine a world where...

Proposition, Policy and Claims data is centralised in
near real time and accessible to those that need to see
it whenever they want
Rules automation and workflow is used to ensure that
the 'claims pot' doesn't run dry
Claims handling activity of TPAs is visible to all who
need to see it and can be used as part of decision
making when bringing a proposition to market

It is possible to reconcile funds automatically
It is possible to produce reporting on demand to
evidence movement of funds
Discrepancies are reported by exception for
investigation
Your financial accounting systems were able to connect
and consume this information via APIs without the need
for manual intervention

